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WHAT is the mentoring program?
A highly regarded, one-year long program that can help you:
get a fresh perspective on your career & future aspirations,
clarify the next steps in your development,
set up and reach your personal and professional goals,
develop yourself and step outside of your comfort zone.
This program aims to facilitate the exchange of knowledge and experience
outside of one’s regular working environment. It is designed for those who
are willing to work on themselves, actively navigate their life and want to
have a positive impact on our society!

WHO can join the program?
Our program focuses on people who are
willing to work on themselves in an inclusive
environment. It does not matter whether you

WHAT does the
program include?

are at the beginning of your career or
already a seasoned professional, whether
you want to make a career change,
become an entrepreneur, be more visible,
have more impact, or whether you are
simply "stuck" in your current role and in
need of someone to help you determine
your next steps. Whether you wish you to
become a Mentee or a Mentor or both, tell
us what you are looking for in the mentoring
relationship and what your needs and goals
are, and we will match you with your
partner for this journey: a Mentor or a
Mentee respectively.

A training (via Zoom) for Mentors and
Mentees to ensure an impactful mentoring
partnership.
Personal mentoring sessions with your
Mentor (minimum 5 to 6 mentoring
sessions per year conducted face-to-face,
phone or online).
3 mentoring events with workshops,
trainings or inspiration sessions with guest
speakers covering important and relevant
topics and providing opportunities to
connect with the participants of the
program and to build your network.
Access to the network of like-minded
individuals who prioritize self-development
and want to build inclusive teams,
organizations, businesses, societies.
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HOW can you join?
The 6th year of our Mentoring Program starts on the 1st of February 2022
and ends in December 2022. Registration ends on 15th of January 2022!
Spots in the program are limited. Apply on time to join!

To register, simply fill in and submit the application form: HERE

WHAT does it cost?
Becoming a Mentor

Becoming a Mentee
€ 195,-

is free of charge.
It is you who is giving back and paying it

The participation fee covers expenses

forward. Your time and energy are the

related to the organization and

contributions to the Mentees’ development

administration of the Mentoring Program,

and to the Polaris community.

including the mentoring events, workshops,
guest speakers and networking.

WHO are our mentors?
We have a diverse pool of incredible Mentors, who ready to support you on your
individual journey! Our mentors have different backgrounds, experience, and
expertise. All of them are experts in their fields and they are committed to help you
grow and succeed. They are ready to listen to you, guide you, and get you out of your
comfort zone! Let us introduce some of them:

Renata Mrazova

Ingrid Veling

Freek Veenemans

Co-Founder of Polaris Foundation

Co-Founder & Board Member of

Co-founder

Chief People Officer of Home Credit

Polaris Foundation,

of Talents for the Netherlands

Int’l

Owner of Ignite Coaching &
Consultancy
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TESTIMONIAL

“As a result of my mentoring,
I was able to be more clear &
confident of my value to my
organization & have a stronger
impact in my office &
community.”

WHO ARE WE?
Polaris Foundation is a non-profit organization advancing
efforts for equity and equality across different sectors.

Polaris is a development, networking and empowerment
platform for professionals and entrepreneurs embracing
diversity and inclusion and focused on making gender
equality a reality. We model and champion “Empowerment
for equality” in practice.
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